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this problem. The most commonapproach is to have an
agent learn an interest profile for a user, relieving the user
of the need to construct search strings [Holte and
Drummond,
1994; Knoblockand Arens, 1994; Levy et. al.,
1994;Pazzaniet. al., 1995;Krulwichet. al., 1996].

Abstract
This paper presents a class of intelligent agents called
Information Integration Agents.
These agents are
particularly well suited to application on the Internet, and
can be used to satisfy a wide range of needs. Wediscuss
two prototype Information Integration Agents that have
been deployed on the Internet. One, the BargainFinder
agent, has been active for over 9 months amidst
considerable interest from Internet users and the mass
media.
BargainFinder performs comparison price
shopping among a number of on-line CD stores. The
second, the NewsFinderagent, is currently being tested
internally. NewsFinderretrieves on-line news articles,
matchesthem against user profiles, and transmits themvia
portable ubiquitous displays (currently alphanumeric
pagers). We discuss these agents and the class of
Information Integration Agents in general, and conjecture
that agents of this sort will be extremely valuable to a
broad spectrumof Internet users.

A second limitation with search engines, largely ignored
by the research community, is that search engines and
other so-called "spiders" can typically only access
documentson the web that are published directly on the
Web. A growing body of information and documents,
however, are available on the Webthrough systems that
access databases and respond to direct user queries. For
example, many on-line stores and information services
store their data in databases and provide access channels
through forms that users fill out and submit. Additionally,
a growing number of news providers are storing their
articles in databases and retrieving themin response to user
demand.Typically documentsand data of this type are not
available to search engines.
This paper presents a class of intelligent agents designed to,
address this problem. Information Integration Agents are
designed to access heterogeneous information sources on
the Weband integrate their results to fit user needs. This
enables users to focus on their owntasks without needing
to consider large numbers of access methods and
procedures.

1. Introduction
The explosion in the use of the Internet’s World Wide
Web,and correspondingly in the volumeof information to
which it provides access, has led to a widely acknowledged
need for intelligent tools and services to provide effective
and efficient
access. The most common and least
intelligent tools of this sort are the search engines that
provide keywordsearch capabilities to a large segmentof
the information on the Web. While search engines are
proving critical to day to day use, they have significant
limitations.

To motivate and introduce Information Integration Agents
we will first discuss a particular such agent called
BargainFinder [Krulwich, 1996; currently available at
http://bf.cstar.ac.com/bf] that performs comparisonprice
shopping among a number of on-line CD stores.
BargainFinder has been active on the Webfor over nine
months, has been used over 200,000 times, and has been
written up extensively in the mass media (Wall Street
Journal, Information Week, Economist, Advertising Age,
Wired, and others). Wepresent BargainFinder and discuss
howit integrates information from multiple sources to fit
user needs. We then discuss Information Integration
Agents in general, and follow this with a discussion of
another prototype agent called NewsFinder. Weconclude
with thoughts of howInformation Integration Agents such

First, search engines require users to characterize their
goals in terms of keywordsor other search expressions.
This is a very difficult task for many users, and is
particularly
difficult
in domain areas with large
vocabularies where documentsmay exist that are relevant
to the user’s goal but do not use the particular words
selected. This limitation ha spurred a numberof research
initiatives that are developingintelligent agents to address
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Figure 1: Accessing the BargainFinder agent
as these can address the needs of a broad range of Internet
users.

2. The BargainFinder agent
The Internet’s World Wide Webis growing in popularity
as a forum for electronic commerce.Newon-line stores
open almost every day, infrastructure for electronic malls,
marketing, and secure transactions
are becoming
increasingly available, and new companies are getting
involved each day at every step in this process. Internet
stores operate on the World Wide Webby presenting a
"homepage" to users entering the store’s on-line location
(URL). These homepages combine text, pictures, and
some cases animation or sound, to present the store’s
imageand service options. In typical stores these options
include the ability to search for particular items of interest,
to see a list of new or notable items, or to get other
information of interest to the various market segments
targeted by the store. Manystores offer the ability to
search for items by name,genre, price, and so on.
Due to the size and complexity of the Web,however, most
users have a difficult time discovering on-line stores, and
have no access to information about the relative merits of
each store. Because of this, stores can flourish with
relatively high prices if they publicize their availability
well. This is especially true of stores that carry esoteric
items not found in real "brick and mortar" stores, since
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customerswill tend to quickly purchase a hard-to-find item
without investing the effort to find it in other, harder-tofind, stores. If the store provides a lot of on-line
information about the album, such as reviews and album
cover pictures that will further entice the customer, the
electronic point of sale is virtually locked.
If, however, perfect information were to exist about the
stores and their prices and services, and were accessible
easily and cheaply, customers would be free to buy only
from low prices stores, and could in fact do so after having
taken advantage of information provided by higher-priced
stores. They could shop at one store, using of the store’s
system of reviews, ratings, detailed information, and
recommendations, and then buy the albums they fmd at
another store whoseprices reflect less investment in topquality systems.
To test the applicability
of these hypotheses on the
Internet, and to measure the reactions of consumersand
merchants to such perfect information, we built and
deployed an electronic intelligent agent for automatic
price-gathering and comparison shopping. This agent,
called BargainFinder, takes the nameof a particular album,
searches for the albumat nine Internet stores, and returns
to the user a list of the prices found. After the search, the
user can select one of the stores and be taken electronically
into that store directly to the album. Options then exist to
get more information, look for other albums, or to actually
buy the CD.

Figure 2: BargainFinder’sreport to the user

Figure 1 shows the World Wide Webentry point to the
BargainFinder agent. Customersenter the band and album
names in which they are interested, and BargainFinder
searches for the album. If the customer wishes to browse
prior to price-comparison,they can access a list of the online stores that are available, each of which can be
accessed directly from the store list. At the bottomof the
page (not shown) the customer has access to a survey,
on-line bulletin board, and a short article discussing the
issues that BargainFinderraises.
After the customer fills in the desired band and album
names and pushes the "shop for the album" button,
BargainFinderinitiates its search of the available on-line
stores. As the agent receives information back from the
stores, it extracts the prices and displays them, one line at a
time, on the customer’s screen. A complete set of returned
prices is shownin Figure 2. If the user selects any of the
highlighted store names (shown in blue) they are taken
directly to their desired album at the particular store,
automatically completing the particular store’s entry and
search forms.

BargainFinder facilitates
the customer’ ability to
comparison shop in a number of qualitative ways. First,
and most obviously, the agent searches all of the stores in
parallel, and reports all the prices in roughly the sametime
it would take the customer to search a single store.
Second, the agent knows about and searches a larger
numberof stores than most on-line shoppers are aware of,
and in this ways the agent serves as a form of marketing.
Third, the agent knowsenoughabout each store’s Internet
presence to bypass the introductory
graphics and
explanatory text of the stores and go straight to the search
systems, and it can then take the users straight to their
albumwithout taking time for other pages.

3. BargainFinderexperimental results
The BargainFinder experiment began publicly on June 30,
1995, and was used over 100,000 times in its first two
months. It was released on the Internet with significant
attention from the media~ and on-line Internet referral

The Wall Street Journal (June 30, 1995, page B2; August
16, 1995, page B1), Information Week(July 24, 1995, page
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neutral. Additionally, seven stores have approachedus to
be added to the system and offered to cooperate. One of
these has been added, and is cooperating actively, and the
others are pending.

groups, and was being used over 2,000 times per day
within a week of its release. No advance warning was
given to the stores that the agent searched, enabling us to
measuretheir reactions as well as that of consumers.Users
of the system were offered a survey to fill out, and an
electronic bulletin board was established for discussing the
agent and its ramifications.

There are two reasons that stores have given for blocking
BargainFinder’srequests. The first is that they don’t want
their store evaluated on price alone. In particular, stores
that invest heavily in their infrastructure and pre-sale
service will, as we have discussed earlier, tend to have
higher costs and thus have to charge higher prices. Stores
of this sort are motivated to block out BargainFinder’s
queries.

The most significant measureof the effects that agents like
BargainFinder will have on the market is how customers
responded. Our hypothesis, as discussed above, was that
customers wouldutilize the information and other services
offered by higher-priced
stores,
and then use
BargainFinderto find a better price at a cheaper store with
that offered less service. Unfortunately, the limitations of
user tracking on the Internet kept us from proving this
conclusively, and while our user base included a large
number of people interested in seeing an agent like
BargainFinderbut not actually interested in shoppingfor a
CD. Nonetheless, we feel that we have demonstrated this
phenomenontaking place.

The other reason that stores have blocked BargainFinder
queries is due to the computational or economic costs
imposed. Because of the agent’s popularity, it gets more
queries than manyof the stores do, effectively doubling the
number of queries handled by the participating stores.
Furthermore, many of BargainFinder’s users are more
interested in seeing the agent than in purchasing a CD,so
the value to the stores maybe low. The cost can be high,
however, in terms of the computation required to handle
the agent’s queries and the resulting slowdownof the rest
of their systems.

The primary measurementof user activity that relates to
this hypothesis is the user’s selecting to proceed from
BargainFinder’s output to one of the stores. These
selections indicate that an overwhelmingpercentage of the
users selected to go to the cheapest store on the list,
without influence from other factors such as position of the
store in the output list. Moreover,a majority of the users
that proceeded to the second-lowest priced store did so
only alter having gone to the cheapest. Also interesting in
this regard is user response to a survey taken alter
BargainFinder’s output is presented. Out of over 4,200
survey responses, 76%seem to say that they had no moral
or ethical compunctionsabout benefiting from the services
provided by one on-line store and then purchasing the
items from another on-line store from whomthey got a
better price. While the selection base of this survey is
arguably self-selecting, both as Internet users interested in
agents like BargainFinder, and further as those interested
in answering a follow-up survey, nonetheless this result
makesa statement about the relevant ethical feelings of a
significant numberof Internet users.

4. Information

Integration

Agents

BargainFinder is an example of what we are calling
information integration agents. These are intelligent
agents that help users manage large amounts of
information by integrating it into a form that is more
useful. They typically get information from a large
numberof sources, integrate it into a format that is useful
to the user, and give the user the means to get more
information from the original sources as necessary. In the
case of BargainFinder, the agent gets prices from each of
the on-line stores, integrates it into the price listing shown
in Figure 2, and presents it to the user. The user can then
take follow-up actions such as going to one of the stores.

Another goal that we had was to measure the response by
the on-line stores themselves. Their options include
cooperating with BargainFinder, combatingit (by refusing
to answer its queries), or remaining neutral. Alter eight
monthsof operation, one of the eight original stores has
stopped operating, three are refusing queries from the
agent, one is cooperating actively, and three are remaining
89), Advertising Age (July 31, 1995, page 8), Financial
Review(July 30, 1995), and others.
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The general design of an information integration agent like
BargainFinder
is shown in Figure 3. As we have
discussed, the agent takes a user query and formulates nine
corresponding queries to make to the individual stores.
The stores all return web pages with large amounts of
information on product price, availability, and detailed
information, and the agent simply extracts the prices and
integrates them into a single output page. The agent then
enables the user to follow-upby transporting directly to the
particular album at his choice of stores, as we’ve
discussed.

gathered from on-line sources that match their interests.
Becausethese articles are typically stored on the Webfor a
very short amount of time, and because they often have
complex access protocols, they are most often not
accessible through standard search engines. Furthermore,
timely access to these articles requires that users navigate a
large number of articles, at a large number of media
provider sites, each with a different access method,to see
the current news. For these reasons an Information
Integration Agent approach appears promising.

User query
Restruct~
other

Query other
system

NewsFinderretrieves all available news on a regular basis
(currently hourly) by spawning processes for each of the
on-line news sources with which the system is familiar.
Within the architecture
from figure 3, NewsFinder
structures queries for each of the on-line news sources,
invokes the query, and extracts individual articles from the
responses. Next, the system identifies those articles that
have not been seen previously. These articles are then
matchedagainst user profiles, and those that matchare sent
to the users directly. This allows users to have access to
these articles virtually as they appear on the Web,and to
have them through a channel that can get to them easily
without navigating on-line access protocols.

Extract results

Integrate/present
Facilitate

followup [

Figure 3: Information integration agent
architecture

To maximize the effectiveness
of this approach,
NewsFinder is exploring the use of ubiquitous display
devices, currently two-way alphanumeric pagers, for
information communication. These pagers, available from
SkyTel and other sources, allow wireless communication
of up to 500 characters of each message to users located
anywhere nationwide. This allows NewsFinder to truly
keep users up-to-date with currently breaking news. Users
that want additional information can use the Webto access
NewsFinder directly, and can be directed to the full
multimediacontents of the article of their interest.

In general, information integration agents offer wide
opportunities to help users managethe large amounts of
information and on-line services available on the Internet
today. While most approaches to solving this problem
have been in the form of improved and more intelligent
search engines, an information integration approach offers
several advantages. First, information integration agents
can be designedspecifically for user tasks, and not require
that the user transform the specific problemat hand into a
search query. Second, as we discussed above, information
integration agents can use interactive information sources
who’s information can not be searched using standard
means. BargainFinderhas both of these advantages, in that
it is designed around the task of CDshopping, not web
page searching, and that it gets its information from
interactive stores who’sprice data is not open to standard
search engines.

5. The NewsFinder

Most importantly, users can use the two-wayfeature of the
pagers to tell NewsFinderwhichmessagesfit their interests
and which do not. NewsFinder then learns improved
profiles of the user’s interests using the approach
embodied in our InformationFinder agent [Krulwich and
Burkey, 1996]. In this way the user can refine the
selection of news delivered and continue to receive up to
date news messages from on-line sources, all through the
ubiquitous device.

agent

While NewsFinderis still in early testing, initial results
appear promising. Our continuing research is investigating
howthe user can initiate NewsFinderdirectly from a pager
using the 2-way response feature. Further research and
testing will determine the effectiveness of NewsFinderfor
keeping users informed of up-to-date news. This is made

To explore the application of the Information Integration
Agent approach to information management(as opposed to
electronic commerce), we have developed a prototype
agent called NewsFinder. NewsFindermaintains profiles
of the interests of its users and routinely sends them new
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possible by the Information Integration Agentapproach
that wehaveadopted.

6. Summaryand conclusions
Wehavepresenteda newclass of intelligent agentsfor the
Internet called Information Integration Agents. This
approachappears promisingfor providingeasy access to a
wide range of Internet resources, both in the realm of
information and of electronic commerce.Weconjecture
that as the volumeof informationon the Webexpands,and
as the use of databases and programmaticaccess to
informationcontinuesto increase, agents of this sort will
prove increasingly critical to effective use of the Web.
Future research and prototype development will
demonstratethe degreeto whichthis is true, andthe areas
of application for whichInformationIntegration Agents
are mostvaluable.
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